Surgical Solutions

One Integrated Approach to Healthcare

Modular. Mobile. Flexible.

Cabinetry that Transforms the OR.

STERIS Surgical Storage Solutions
Storage Solutions that Contribute to the Success of Your OR

Built to Last. Designed to Impress.

Not all ORs are the same. STERIS standard and custom storage solutions optimize your valuable OR floor space and allow for convenience and accessibility of your items. Experience a true return on your investment through improved workflow efficiencies and long-lasting, quality craftsmanship.

With STERIS and Stanley InnerSpace® Storage Solutions, experience:

Mobility – Units are built with casters that enable them to be moved from room to room.

Modularity – Interiors can be configured to store all types and sizes of equipment, including shelves, drawers, hangers, catheter managers and more.

Flexibility – Solutions are customized with many sizes of cabinets and carts to choose from.
Versatility on Wheels. Mobile Solutions.

Adaptable to any room in the hospital, our supply/procedure carts offer several versatile features, including your choice of hinge door and roll top door systems.

Safe and Secure Stainless Steel Solutions

Our carts are ideal for surgical areas (OR, hybrid OR, IR, cath lab, GI/Endo, SPD) where sterile items are stored directly in procedure rooms. Grade 304 stainless is highly resistant to rusting, making it ideal for infection control measures by reducing unwanted particulates.

One Cart. Multiple Possibilities.

Mobile solutions offer flexible interior design options to meet the needs of multiple areas and to adapt to new workflows or procedures. With a flexible cell system design and glass doors, these carts efficiently organize and store supplies while maintaining clear item visibility.
Designed to fit virtually any space, STERIS Stationary Storage Cabinets and STANLEY® InnerSpace® 5000 Series provide function and ultimate flexibility.

Both the laminate and stainless steel casework utilize standard shelving while STANLEY also offers the InnerSpace Cell System.

With a variety of interchangeable storage accessories and standard shelving options available, you can configure your OR countless ways to best utilize available space.
Multiple Options. Configurable Shelves. Laminate and Stainless Solutions

The ideal solution for operating rooms, cath labs, radiology/IR departments, endoscopy departments and central supply.

Complement your décor by choosing from hundreds of laminate finishes by Wilsonart, Formica or Pionite®. Also available in stainless steel.
Scope Storage

With specially designed small- and large-diameter scope cabinets, we have the right storage solution to ensure that our cabinets conform to the most recent best practice recommendations of SGNA, AAMI and AORN.

**Cleanable:** A surface made of a material that can be disinfected.

**HEPA Filtered Air:** Positive pressure high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration.

**Scope Managers:** Scopes hang vertically and freely without touching the bottom of the cabinet*, and with sufficient space for storage of multiple endoscopes without touching each other.

---

*Hanging lengths vary depending on your cabinet choice.
Nurse Documentation Station

Designed in collaboration with architects, equipment planners and nurses, STANLEY InnerSpace documentation stations significantly enhance the nurse’s ability to manage an integrated operating room.

Customization and Flexibility

We accommodate various manufacturers’ electronic equipment, along with added flexibility of cabinets and accessories to meet specific needs. The equipment tower houses integrated equipment in a compact area.

Functional and Productive

Experience the convenience of a partially swiveling mobile work surface that can hide away when extra floor space is needed in the OR.

These ergonomic workstations provide efficient reporting and charting of cases while facing the surgical field.
One Partner.
One Complete Set of OR Solutions.

STERIS fully understands the workflow and broader context of what it takes to make an OR function most efficiently. Whether you need one wall of cabinets or a department-sized system, we can provide you with on-site storage analysis, layout assistance and custom drawings (including CAD)-all at no cost.